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“What is Happening on the River”

By Phil Harris

Phil explained that he had worked for the PLA for just over 21 years; prior to that his experience had been in hotel
and catering management

Originally he had been involved in negotiating licence considerations for the PLA. He then transferred to marketing
which meant working with the Commercial Trade Manager and attending exhibitions. Later he became Port
Business Co-ordinator liaising with wharf owners and occupiers. More recently he had become Licensing Enforce-
ment Officer and was now known as the River Works Liaison Officer. He covered the area from Teddington to
Benfleet Creek. When letters sent by colleagues had been ignored it was his job to try and discover why and ensure
that licences were entered into for works on the river.

The PLA promoted navigational safety on the river Thames in three ways:

1. It had Vessel traffic service centres at Gravesend and Woolwich.

2. It undertook Pilotage.

3. Its harbour service undertook patrols.

The PLA’s income came mainly from conservancy charges on vessels and cargo. It aimed to make a surplus each
year in order to fund capital projects, but it did not have shareholders and it did not make a profit. Income from
pilotage was ring fenced and could only be used for pilotage. Ninety pilots were employed for the long stretch up
river. It took five years to train a pilot. The PLA had 350 employees in all.

Phil explained that the river at Teddington had a tidal range of six and a half metres. The PLA had gauges
continuously measuring water depth along the river. It was in the top ten tidal ranges in the world.

Next Phil spoke of the Prince’s Channel dredge which had cost one and half million pounds. The channel had been
deepened from 6 metres to 8 metres and the PLA was now considering a further reduction to 9 or even 10 metres.

The port trade amounted to 48 million tonnes in 2010, which put it in second position in the UK in terms of trade
handled. At Coryton there was the Coryton refinery and four tank farms. Containers and ro-ro were handled at
Tilbury, Purfleet, and Dagenham. There were various wharves handling aggregates. There were 50 safeguarded
terminals in the Greater London area, and it was hoped this planning protection would be extended further down
river. Convoys Wharf in Deptford was partially safeguarded. It used to handle paper but this trade had now
transferred to Tilbury. Hutchison Whampoa Holdings had bought the site with the five acre northern part
designated for port use and the remainder for residential.

At Tilbury Power Station an experiment was going on with using biomass (wood chip) pellets. At Tilbury forty six
million pounds had been spent on plant to break up and blend different materials to make cement products and there
was a proposed LNG import facility at Canvey. There were some wharves opening up, such as Conways Wharf at
Erith.

At Coryton Petroplus oil refinery handled 172,000 barrels of crude oil a day. It took 600 ships per year, at four
jetties. The oil was either moved on by tanker, pipeline or reexported. It was the largest cargo handling facility on
the river. Even Tilbury Docks did not handle as much as Coryton.



Vopex had queues of ships waiting to dock and needed to extend their jetty. Cobelfret was the largest shipping line
in the port. Tate and Lyle imported and processed over one hundred and sixty tonnes of raw sugar an hour,
approximately one million tonnes a year. It used a £20 million bio mass boiler.

DP World’s London Gateway would be able to handle the largest container ships in the world. It was within 25
miles of central London. The terminal area was 175 hectares. It was being built in combination with Europe’s
largest logistics park. 30 million cubic metres of foreshore and riverbed had to be filled in as part of the 1.5 billion
pound project. There would be six berths with a depth of 17 metres. The quay stretched for two miles. The berths
were designed for 18 thousand teu (20 foot containers) carrying ships which were 450 metres in length. There
would be a rail connection for non river movement of cargo. The application for the Order had been made in 1999
but it had not been granted until 2008. The first ship was expected in the fourth quarter of 2013.

Unfortunately with regard to the Olympics, the Prescott Lock had been completed too late. Five million tonnes of
spoil from the Crossrail project would be carried down river. The first loads were being moved to Wallasey Island,
which was being in-filled for an RSPB bird sanctuary.

The Thames Water tunnels would be over 20 kilometres long, 7 metres wide and 75 metres below ground. They
would take seven to eight years to building and it would be the largest tunnel project in Europe. It was estimated it
would create 20 million tonnes of spoil. The movement of spoil over the next seven to eight years for the Thames
Water tunnels and Crossrail projects would double the current levels.

The new Blackfriars station being built for Thameslink was the first railway station to straddle the Thames with
entrances from both banks. The station had been completely rebuilt and was a perfect example of how the river
could be used for major projects, with demolition materials being shipped out by river and construction materials
in. Thames Wharf at Canning town had been used extensively for materials.

Next year on June 3rd the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee Pageant was to be held on the river. It was expected to be the
biggest public event on the Thames in its recorded history. It would start at Putney Reach and end at the Tower
with over 1000 vessels involved.

Now the Mayor of London was keen for a river park to be constructed along the City of London river frontage. If
this were constructed it would be built out into and along a narrow stretch of river which already had many hazards
to navigation, due to the bridges and the currents.

Answering questions Phil confirmed that the PLA wanted to encouraging intra-port traffic. The Sainsbury’s
experiment might still lead to Sainsbury’s using the river for the movement of some goods in the future. The
problem was it needed goods to arrive at set times of day at its store and this was difficult to arrange due to the
tides.
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Greenwich Peninsula by Mary Mills

The subject was so immense Mary said that she had decided to talk about the industrial area, the gas works now the
dome site, and recent changes.

In the 1690s the government had a site which it used as a facility for gun powder testing before the gun powder was
exported, using the adjacent jetty. Enderby’s Wharf, the home of communications, developed on that site. Enderbys
themselves left in the 1840s. In the 1840/1860s underwater cables were developed there. The fourth underwater
cable to be laid across the Atlantic, and which then worked, was made there. In fact 97 per cent of underwater cables
laid round the world had been made there out of special alloys and optical fibres. In recent years the site had been
used by a series of telecommunications companies. She regretted that the historic significance of the site was not
better known.



Enderby’s House, built in the 1840s, was listed but had been badly vandalised. There was now to be a cruise liner
terminal at the site. The river here was wide enough and deep enough for cruise liners to turn.

Mary then talked of Morden College, a charity, which ran almshouses and had been set up by John Morden of the
East India Company and the City of London. For centuries the College had owned much of West Greenwich and
income from the land funded the charity. It owned the land on either side of Enderby’s Wharf. In the 1840/50s
Morden College had parcelled up its riverside land on the Peninsula and encouraged developers to come in to found
good quality industries on the sites.

In 1856 there was tar and coal available and so manufacturing needing coal developed and in particular chemicals
which needed coal as a raw material. Soames had soap works, Unilever had glucose factories, Tate and Lyle had
manufactures until the silos blew up damaging Alcatel’s precision instruments on Enderby’s Wharf.

Mordern College is still the freehold land owner, letting sites for development.

Bay Wharf slips were put in by Nathan Thompson and were in use until the 1920s. Maudsley Son & Field had a
ship building business there in the 1870s. They built a Bospherous roll on roll off ferry among other vessels. It is
known that the ferry was in use as a cargo ship until the 1990s. It is planned that Deverell’s dry dock, which has to
move from its present site, will move to Bay Wharf, which has planning permission for a boat building facility.

In the 1920s Lovells’ Wharf was let to barge builders Coles Child (Lovells). Tarmac was evicted from the site when
it was sold to a developer.

At Granite Wharf on the east side of the Peninsula, an early medieval tide mill has been discovered. There would
have been mill ponds to impound the water needed by the tide mill. This was believed to be the site of old
Greenwich. The present centre of Greenwich grew up later round the Palace.

The Pilton Arms and houses around it, were named after collieries. George Russell developed the “New East
Greenwich” in 1801. There were cottages and the Pilot Inn.

It was on the Peninsula that Richard Trevithick’s boiler exploded. Angersteins had a railway from Charlton, which
is not in existence now. Also on the peninsula was the power station, Frank Hill’s chemical works and Redpath
Brown steel works. All that is left is a pub and listed cottages. The old East Greenwich coaling jetty remains, by a
tower block. It is hoped that this jetty will be used by the Massey Shaw and may be by other historic vessels.

One of the tower blocks has been named Bessemer Place to recall one of the former industries of the area.

There used to be a huge lino factory, Naims of Kirkcaldy, which manufactured patterned lino to Victorian designs.

One interesting new development is the new Greenwich Yacht Club, which has been rebuilt on a platform over the
river.

The new village is only half build. It has an ecology park, health centre, shops, and for the Olympics a Dutch man
is proposing to use the open ground for a campsite.

The gas works was built quite late but was extensive. It had two gas holders. It closed gradually after 1890.

The Peninsula was being re-developed by Greenwich Council rather than by a development corporation. Green-
wich Council was party to the Joint Dockland Committee, but the land at Greenwich was left out of the develop-
ment sites which passed to the London Docklands Development Corporation for urban regeneration. In the mid
1990s the site of the Millennium Dome, built on the gas works site and Ordnance Wharf, was a catalyst for
development of the Peninsula. Now the only memory of the gas works, apart from gas holder No. 1, is the war
memorial. The pub which was by the gas works still remains. On the jetty adjacent to where the gas works stood,
there is a sculpture, “Quantum Cloud”, by Anthony Gormley. It is planned that there will be a walkway over the
Dome by the time of the Olympics. The Architect who designed the Dome was Richard Rogers with Mike Davies
as the Project Director.



The Beckham Football Academy has become the Greenwich Academy and there is an arts factory teaching young
people how to use computer driven machinery. There is also a server used by BT for its training.

There is still a safeguarded route for a new tunnel on the Peninsula. There is a plan for a cable car across to the
Royal Docks and Siemens.

Before English Partnerships, British Gas had bought up land as other industries failed. Today the Home and
Communities Agency own the remainder of the land and lease it out.
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